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Abstract

Multi-chamber heart segmentation is a prerequisite for global quantification of the cardiac function. The complexity of cardiac anatomy, poor contrast, noise or motion artifacts makes this segmentation problem a challenging task. In this paper, we present an efficient, robust, and fully automatic segmentation method for 3D cardiac computed tomography (CT) volumes. Our approach is based on recent advances in learning discriminative object models and we exploit a large database of annotated CT volumes. We formulate the segmentation as a two step learning problem: anatomical structure localization and boundary delineation. A novel algorithm, Marginal Space Learning (MSL), is introduced to solve the 9-dimensional similarity search problem for localizing the heart chambers. MSL reduces the number of testing hypotheses by about six orders of magnitude. We also propose to use steerable image features, which incorporate the orientation and scale information into the distribution of sampling points, thus avoiding the time-consuming volume data rotation operations. After determining the similarity transformation of the heart chambers, we estimate the 3D shape through learning-based boundary delineation. Extensive experiments on multi-chamber heart segmentation demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed approach, comparing favorably to the state-of-the-art. This is the first study reporting stable results on a large cardiac CT dataset with 323 volumes. In addition, we achieve a speed of less than eight seconds for automatic segmentation of all four chambers.

1. Introduction

Cardiac computed tomography (CT) is an important imaging modality for diagnosing cardiovascular disease and it can provide detailed anatomic information about the cardiac chambers, large vessels or coronary arteries. Segmentation of cardiac chambers is a prerequisite for quantitative functional analysis and various approaches have been proposed in the literature [6, 7]. Except for a few works [5, 24], most of the previous research focuses on the left ventricle (LV) segmentation. However, complete segmentation of all four heart chambers, as shown in Fig. 1, can help to diagnose diseases in other chambers, e.g., left atrium (LA) fibrillation, right ventricle (RV) overload or to perform dyssynchrony analysis.

There are two tasks for a non-rigid object segmentation problem: object localization and boundary delineation. Most of the previous approaches focus on boundary delineation based on active shape models (ASM) [22], active appearance models (AAM) [1, 13], and deformable models [2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 17]. There are a few limitations inherent in these techniques: 1) Most of them are semi-
automatic and manual labeling of a rough position and pose of the heart chambers is needed. 2) They are likely to get stuck in local strong image evidence. Other techniques are straightforward extensions of 2D image segmentation to 3D [10, 18, 25]. The segmentation is performed on each 2D slice and the results are combined to get the final 3D segmentation. However, such techniques cannot fully exploit the benefit of 3D imaging in a natural way. Lorenzo-Valdés et al. [11] proposed a registration based approach, but its performance is not clear for large datasets.

Object localization is required for an automatic segmentation system and discriminative learning approaches have proved to be efficient and robust for solving 2D problems. In these methods, shape detection or localization is formulated as a classification problem: whether an image block contains the target shape or not [16, 23]. To build a robust system, a classifier only has to tolerate limited variation in object pose. The object is found by scanning the classifier over an exhaustive range of possible locations, orientations, scales or other parameters in an image. This searching strategy is different from other parameter estimation approaches, such as deformable models, where an initial estimate is adjusted (e.g., using the gradient descent technique) to optimize a predefined objective function.

Exhaustive searching makes the system robust under local minima, however there are two challenges to extend the learning based approaches to 3D. First, the number of hypotheses increases exponentially with respect to the dimensionality of the parameter space. For example, there are nine degrees of freedom for the anisotropic similarity transformation, namely three translation parameters, three rotation angles, and three scales. Suppose we search $n$ discrete values for each dimension, the number of tested hypotheses is $n^9$ (for a very coarse estimation with a small $n = 5$, $n^9 = 1,953,125$). The computational demands are beyond the capabilities of current desktop computers. Due to this limitation, previous approaches often constrain the search to a lower dimensional space. For example, only the position and isotropic scaling (4D) is searched in the generalized Hough transformation based approach [19]. Hong et al. [9] extended the learning based approach to a 5D parameter space for semi-automatic segmentation. The second challenge is that we need efficient features to search the orientation and scale spaces. Haar wavelet features can be efficiently computed for translation and scale transformations [15, 23]. However when searching for rotation parameters one either has to rotate the feature templates or rotate the volume which is very time consuming. The efficiency of image feature computation becomes more important when combined with a very large number of test hypotheses.

Figure 2. 3D object localization using marginal space learning.

1.1. Overview of Our Approach

In this paper, we propose two simple but elegant techniques, marginal space learning (MSL) and steerable features, to solve the above challenges. The idea for MSL is not to learn a classifier directly in the full similarity parameters space but to incrementally learn classifiers on projected sample distributions. As the dimensionality increases, the valid (positive) space region becomes more restricted by previous marginal space classifiers. In our case, we split the estimation into three problems: translation estimation, translation-orientation estimation, and full similarity estimation (Fig. 2). After each step, we maintain multiple candidates to increase the robustness.

Besides reducing the searching space significantly, there is another advantage using MSL: we can use different features or learning methods in each step. For example, in the translation estimation step, since we treat rotation as an intra-class variation, we can use the efficient 3D Haar features [21]. In the translation-orientation and similarity transformation estimation steps, we introduce the steerable features, another major contribution of this paper. Steerable features constitute a very flexible framework where the idea is to sample a few points from the volume under a special pattern. We extract a few local features for each sampling point, such as voxel intensity and gradient. To evaluate the steerable features under a specified orientation, we only need to steer the sampling pattern and no volume rotation is involved.

After similarity transformation estimation, we get an initial estimate of the non-rigid shape. We use learning based 3D boundary detection to guide the shape deformation in the ASM framework. Again, steerable features are used to train local detectors and find the boundary under any orientation, therefore avoiding time consuming volume rotation.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. We propose MSL to search the shape space efficiently.
2. We introduce steerable features, which can be evaluated efficiently under any orientation and scale without rotating the volume. These features are also exploited in a learning-based 3D boundary detection scheme.
3. Combining the above techniques, we have implemented a fully automatic, fast, and robust system for multi-chamber heart segmentation in CT volumes.

---

The ordinary similarity transformation allows only isotropic scaling. In this paper, we search for anisotropic scales to cope better with the non-rigid deformation of the shape.
In the remaining of the paper, we first present our two major contributions, marginal space learning in Section 2 and steerable features in Section 3. Their application to 3D object localization is discussed in Section 4. The learning based 3D boundary detection and its application for non-rigid deformation estimation are discussed in Section 5. We demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method on heart chamber segmentation in Section 6. This paper ends with a discussion of the future work in Section 7.

2. Marginal Space Learning

In many cases, the posterior distribution is clustered in a small region in the high dimensional parameter space. It is not necessary to search the whole space uniformly and exhaustively. We propose a novel efficient parameter searching method, marginal space learning, to search such clustered space. In MSL, the dimensionality of the search space is gradually increased. Let \( \Omega \) be the space where the solution to the given problem exists and let \( P_\Omega \) be the true probability that needs to be learned. The learning and computation are performed in a sequence of marginal spaces

\[
\Omega_1 \subset \Omega_2 \subset \ldots \subset \Omega_n = \Omega
\]

such that \( \Omega_1 \) is a low dimensional space (e.g., 3-dimensional translation instead of 9-dimensional similarity transformation), and for each \( k \), \( \text{dim}(\Omega_k) - \text{dim}(\Omega_{k-1}) \) is small. A search in the marginal space \( \Omega_1 \) using the learned probability model finds a subspace \( \Pi_1 \subset \Omega_1 \) containing the most probable values and discards the rest of the space. The restricted marginal space \( \Pi_1 \) is then extended to \( \Pi_1^* = \Pi_1 \times X_1 \subset \Omega_2 \). Another stage of learning and testing is performed on \( \Pi_1^* \) obtaining a restricted marginal space \( \Pi_2 \subset \Omega_2 \) and the procedure is repeated until the full space \( \Omega \) is reached. At each step, the restricted space \( \Pi_k \) is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than \( \Pi_{k-1} \times X_k \). This results in a very efficient algorithm with minimal loss in performance.

Fig. 3 illustrates a simple example for 2D space searching. A classifier trained on \( p(y) \) can quickly eliminate a large portion of the search space. We can then train a classifier in a much smaller region (region 2 in Fig. 3) for joint distribution \( p(x, y) \). Note that MSL is significantly different from a classifier cascade [23]. In a cascade the search and learning are performed in the same space while for MSL the learning and search space is gradually increased.

MSL is similar to particle filters [14] in the way we handle multiple hypotheses. Both approaches keep a limited number of samples to represent underlying probability distributions. Samples are propagated sequentially to the following stages and pruned by the model.

3. Steerable Features

In the section, we present another contribution of this paper, steerable features, which enjoys the advantages of both global and local features. Global features, such as 3D Haar wavelet features, are effective to capture the global information (e.g., orientation and scale) of an object. As shown in [21], pre-alignment of the image or volume is important for a learning based approach. However, it is very time consuming to rotate a 3D volume, so 3D Haar wavelet features are not efficient for orientation estimation. Local features are fast to evaluate but they lose the global information of the whole object. In this paper, we propose a new framework, steerable features, which can capture the orientation and scale of the object and at the same time be very efficient.

Basically, we sample a few points from the volume under a special pattern. We then extract a few local features for each sampling point, such as voxel intensity and gradient. Fig. 4a shows a regular sampling pattern. Suppose we want to test if hypothesis \( (X, Y, Z, \psi, \phi, \theta, S_x, S_y, S_z) \) is a good estimation of the similarity transformation of the object in the volume. We put a local coordinate system centered on the candidate position \( (X, Y, Z) \) and align the axes with the hypothesized orientation \( (\psi, \phi, \theta) \). We uniformly sample a few points along each coordinate axis inside a rectangle (represented as ‘x’ in Fig. 4a). The sampling step along an axis is proportional to the scale \( (S_x, S_y, S_z) \) of the shape in that direction to incorporate the scale infor-
mation. The steerable features are a general framework and different sampling patterns can be defined depending on the application to incorporate the orientation and scale information. For many shapes, since the boundary provides critical information about the orientation and scale, we can strategically put sampling points around the boundary, as shown in Fig. 4b.

For each sampling point, we extract a set of local features based on the intensity and gradient. For example, given a sampling point \((x, y, z)\), if its intensity is \(I\) and the gradient is \(g = (g_x, g_y, g_z)\), the following features are used: \(I, \sqrt{I^2}, I^2, I^3, \log I, g_x, g_y, g_z, \|g\|, \|g\|^2, \|g\|^3, \log \|g\|, \ldots\). In total, we have 24 local features for each sampling point. Suppose there are \(P\) sampling points (often in the order of a few hundreds to a thousand), we get a feature pool containing \(24 \times P\) features. These features are used to train simple classifiers and we use probabilistic boosting-tree (PBT) [20] to combine them to get a strong classifier for the given parameters.

Instead of aligning the volume to the hypothesized orientation to extract Haar wavelet features [21], we steer the sampling pattern. This is where the name "steerable features" comes from. In the steerable feature framework, each feature is local, therefore efficient. The sampling pattern is global to capture the orientation and scale information. In this way, it combines the advantages of both global and local features.

4. 3D Object Localization

In this section, we present our 3D object localization scheme using MSL and steerable features. To increase the speed, we use a pyramid-based coarse-to-fine strategy and the similarity transformation estimation is performed on a low-resolution (3 mm) volume.

4.1. Training of Object Position Estimator

As shown in Fig. 2, first, we estimate the position of the object inside the volume. We treat the orientation and scale as the intra-class variations, therefore learning is constrained in a marginal space with three dimensions. Haar wavelet features are very fast to compute and have been shown to be effective for many applications [15, 23]. Therefore, we use 3D Haar wavelet features for learning in this step. Readers are referred to [15, 21, 23] for details about 3D Haar wavelet features.

Given a set of candidates, we split them into two groups, positive and negative, based on their distance to the ground truth. The error in object position and scale estimation is not comparable with that of orientation estimation directly. Therefore, we define a normalized distance measure using the searching step size.

\[
E = \max_{i=1, \ldots, N} \frac{|V_i^e - V_i^t|}{\text{SearchStep}_i},
\]

where is \(V_i^e\) is the estimated value for dimension \(i\) and \(V_i^t\) is the ground truth. A sample is regarded as a positive one if \(E \leq 1.0\) and all the others are negative samples. The searching step for position estimation is one voxel, so a positive sample \((X, Y, Z)\) should satisfy

\[
\max_{j=1, \ldots, N} \{|X - X_j|, |Y - Y_j|, |Z - Z_j|\} \leq 1 \text{ voxel},
\]

where \((X_j, Y_j, Z_j)\) is the ground truth of the object center. Given a set of positive and negative training samples, we extract 3D Haar wavelet features and train a classifier using the probabilistic boosting-tree (PBT) [20]. Given a trained classifier, we use it to scan a training volume and preserve a small number of candidates (100 in our experiments), such that the solution is among top hypotheses.

4.2. Training of Position-Orientation and Similarity Transformation Estimators

Suppose for a given volume, we have 100 candidates, \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i), i = 1 \ldots 100\), for the object position. We then estimate both the position and orientation. The hypothesized parameter space is six dimensional so we need to augment the dimension of candidates. For each candidate of the position, we scan the orientation space uniformly to generate hypotheses for orientation estimation. It is well-known that the orientation in 3D can be represented as three Euler angles, \(\psi, \phi, \text{ and } \theta\). We scan the orientation space using a step size of 0.2 radians (11 degrees). For each candidate \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i)\), we augment it with \(N\) (about 1000) hypotheses about orientation, \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i, \psi_j, \phi_j, \theta_j)\), \(j = 1 \ldots N\). Some hypotheses are close to the ground truth (positive) and others are far away (negative). The learning goal is to distinguish the positive and negative samples using image features (here, steerable features). A hypothesis \((X, Y, Z, \psi, \phi, \theta)\) is regarded as a positive sample if it satisfies both Eq. 3 and

\[
\max_{j=1, \ldots, N} \{|\psi - \psi_j|, |\phi - \phi_j|, |\theta - \theta_j|\} \leq 0.2,
\]

where \((\psi_j, \phi_j, \theta_j)\) represent the orientation ground truth. All the other hypotheses are regarded as negative samples.

Since aligning 3D Haar wavelet features to a specified orientation is not efficient, we use the proposed steerable features in the following steps. We train a classifier using PBT and the steerable features. The trained classifier is used to prune the hypotheses to preserve only a few candidates (50 in our experiments).

The similarity (adding the scale) estimation step is analogous except learning is performed in the full nine dimensional similarity transformation space. The dimension of each candidate is augmented by scanning the scale subspace uniformly and exhaustively.
4.3. Testing Procedure

This section provides a summary about the testing procedure on an unseen volume. The input volume is first normalized to 3 mm isotropic resolution, and all voxels are scanned using the trained position estimator. Top 100 candidates, \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i), i = 1 \ldots 100\), are kept. Each candidate is augmented with \(N\) (about 1000) hypotheses about orientation, \((X_i, Y_i, Z_i, \psi_j, \phi_j, \theta_j), j = 1 \ldots N\). Next, the trained translation-orientation classifier is used to prune these \(100 \times N\) hypotheses and the top 50 candidates are retained, \((\hat{X}_i, \hat{Y}_i, \hat{Z}_i, \hat{\psi}_i, \hat{\phi}_i, \hat{\theta}_i), i = 1 \ldots 50\). Similarly, we augment each candidate with \(M\) (also about 1000) hypotheses about scaling and use the trained classifier to rank these \(50 \times M\) hypotheses. The goal is to obtain a single estimate of the similarity transformation. We tried several methods to aggregate multiple candidates and found a simple averaging of the top \(K\) (\(K = 100\)) gives the best estimate.

In terms of computational complexity, for translation estimation, all voxels are scanned (about 260,000 for a small \(64 \times 64 \times 64\) volume at the 3 mm resolution) for possible object position. There are about 1000 hypotheses for orientation and scale each. If the parameter space is searched uniformly and exhaustively, there are about \(2.6 \times 10^{11}\) hypotheses to be tested! However, using MSL, we only test about \(260,000 + 100 \times 1000 + 50 \times 1000 = 4.1 \times 10^5\) hypotheses and reduce the testing by almost six orders of magnitude.

5. Non-Rigid Deformation Estimation

After the first stage, we get the position, orientation, and scale of the object. We align the mean shape with the estimated transformation to get a rough estimate of the object shape. Fig. 5a shows the aligned left ventricle (LV) for heart chamber segmentation in a cardiac CT volume.

We train a set of local boundary detectors using the proposed steerable features with the regular sampling pattern (as shown in Fig. 4a). The boundary detectors are then used to move each landmark point to the optimal position where the estimated boundary probability is maximized. Since more accurate delineation of the shape boundary is desired, this stage is performed on the original high resolution volume. Fig. 5b shows the adjusted shape of LV, which follows the boundary well but is not smooth and unnatural shape may be generated. Shape constraint is enforced by projecting the adjusted shape onto a shape subspace to get the final result [3], as shown in Fig. 5c. The arrow in the figure indicates the region with better boundary delineation.

Our non-rigid deformation estimation approach is within the ASM framework. The major difference is that we use a learning based 3D boundary detector, which is more robust under complex background. Readers are referred to [3] for more details about ASM.

6. Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed method for multi-chamber localization and delineation in cardiac CT volumes. As shown in Fig. 6, triangulated surface meshes are used to represent the anatomical structures. We delineate both the endo- and epi-cardial surfaces for LV, but only the endocardial surface for other chambers. During manual labeling, we establish correspondence between mesh points crossing volumes, therefore, we can build the statistical shape model for ASM [3]. Details
about correspondence establishment are out the scope of this paper. In the following experiments, each chamber is processed independently. The detected meshes from different chambers may cross each other, natural constraints are imposed as post-processing to solve the conflict.

6.1. Data Set

We collected and annotated 323 cardiac CT volumes from 137 patients with various cardiovascular diseases. The number of patients is significantly larger than those reported in the literature, for example, 10 in [19], 13 in [5], and 18 in [10]. The imaging protocols are heterogeneous with different capture ranges and resolutions. A volume contains 80 to 350 slices and the size of each slice is 512 × 512 pixels. The resolution inside a slice is isotropic and varies from 0.28 mm to 0.74 mm, while slice thickness varies from 0.4 mm to 2.0 mm for different volumes. Four-fold cross validation is performed to evaluate our algorithm. Special care is taken to prevent volumes from the same patient appear in both the training and test sets. In the following, all the evaluation is done based on four-fold cross validation.

6.2. Experiments on Heart Chambers Localization

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach for the similarity transformation estimation, using the error measure defined in Eq. 2. Comparing to other error measures (e.g., the weighted Euclidean distance), an advantage of our error measure is that we can easily distinguish optimal and non-optimal estimates. The optimal estimate under any specified searching grid is up-bounded by 0.5, while the error of a non-optimal one is larger than 0.5.

To efficiently explore the high-dimensional searching space using MSL, we keep a small number of candidates after each step. One concern about MSL is that since the space is not fully explored, it may miss the optimal solution at an early stage. In the following, we demonstrate that accuracy only deteriorates slightly in MSL. Fig. 7 shows the error of the best candidate after each step with respect to the number of candidates preserved. The curves are calculated on all 323 volumes based on cross validation. The red line shows the error of the optimal solution under the searching grid. As shown in Fig. 7a for translation estimation (where the curves almost overlap each other), if we keep only one candidate, the average error may be as large as 3.5 voxels. However, by keeping more candidates, the minimum errors decrease quickly. We have a high probability to keep the optimal solution when 100 candidates are preserved. Therefore, after this step, we can reduce the candidates dramatically. For translation-orientation estimation, as shown in Fig. 7b, the errors of the best candidates also decrease quickly with more candidates preserved. Based on the trade-off between accuracy and speed, we preserve 50 candidates. Similarly, after full similarity transformation estimation, the best candidates we get have an error ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 searching steps as shown in Fig. 7c.

Finally, we use simple averaging to aggregate the multiple candidates into the final single estimate. As shown in Fig. 8a, the errors decrease quickly with more candidates for averaging until 100 and after that they saturate. Using 100 candidates for averaging, we achieve an error of about 1.5 to 2.0 searching steps for different chambers. Fig. 8b shows the cumulative errors on all volumes. Without any major failure, our approach is more robust than [5], where the success rate of heart localization is about 90%.

The conclusion of these experiments is that only a small number of candidates are necessary to be preserved after each step, without deteriorating accuracy much.

6.3. Experiments on Boundary Delineation

After we get the position, orientation, and scale of the object, we align the mean shape with the estimated transformation. We train five boundary detectors (one for each surface) and use them to guide the shape deformation to fit the boundary (as presented in Section 5).

The accuracy of boundary delineation is measured with the point-to-mesh distance, \( E_{p2m} \). For each point on a mesh, we search for the closest point on the other mesh to calculate the minimum distance. We calculate the point-to-mesh distance from the detected mesh to the ground-truth and vice versa to make the measurement symmetric. Table 1 shows the mean and variance of \( E_{p2m} \). The mean \( E_{p2m} \) error of the initialization ranges from 2.78 mm to 3.23 mm. By deforming the mean shape to fit the boundary, we can reduce the error by a half. The mean \( E_{p2m} \) error ranges from 1.29 mm to 1.57 mm for different chambers. LV and LA have smaller errors than RV and RA since the contrast of the blood pool in the left side of a heart is consistently higher than the right side due to the using of contrast agents (as shown in Fig. 10).

We also compare our approach to the baseline ASM using non-learning based boundary detection scheme [3]. The same detected mean shape is used to initialize the deformation, and the iteration number in the baseline ASM is tuned to give the best performance. As shown in Table 1, the baseline ASM only slightly reduces the error for weak boundaries (such as LV epicardial, RV, and RA surfaces). It performs much better for strong boundaries, such as LV endocardial and LA surfaces, but it is significantly worse than the proposed method. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative errors of \( E_{p2m} \) for the baseline ASM and the proposed approach. Due to the space limit, we only show the results for LV, both endo- and epi-cardial surfaces.

Fig. 10 shows several examples for heart chamber segmentation using the proposed approach. The second row shows a volume with low contrast, our segmentation result is quite good. Our approach is robust even under severe
Figure 7. The error of the best candidate with respect to the number of candidates preserved after each step. (a) Translation, (b) translation-orientation, and (c) full similarity transformation estimation, respectively. The red line shows the lower bound of the error.

Table 1. Mean and variance (in parentheses) of the point-to-mesh error (in millimeters) for the segmentation of heart chambers on 323 volumes based on cross validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialization</th>
<th>Baseline ASM [3]</th>
<th>Our Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LV Endo</td>
<td>3.23 (1.17)</td>
<td>2.37 (1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV Epi</td>
<td>3.05 (1.04)</td>
<td>2.78 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>2.78 (0.98)</td>
<td>1.89 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>2.93 (0.75)</td>
<td>2.69 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>3.09 (0.86)</td>
<td>2.81 (1.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Similarity transformation estimation error by aggregating multiple candidates. (a) Error vs. the number of candidates for averaging. (b) Cumulative errors on 323 test cases using 100 candidates for averaging.

Figure 9. Cumulative errors of point-to-mesh distance, $E_{p2m}$, for (a) LV endocardial surface and (b) LV epicardial surface.

Our approach is fast with an average speed of 7.9 seconds for automatic segmentation of all four chambers (on a computer with a 3.2 GHz CPU and 3 GB memory). The computation time is roughly equally split on the MSL based similarity transformation estimation and the non-rigid deformation estimation. Our approach is sensibly faster comparing to other reported results, e.g., 3 seconds for LV using a semi-automatic approach in [9], 15 seconds for non-rigid deformation in [24], 50 seconds for heart localization in [19], and 2-3 minutes for a 3D AAM based approach in [13].
7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and robust approach for automatic heart chamber segmentation in 3D CT volumes. The efficiency of our approach comes from the two new techniques named marginal space learning and steerable features. Robustness is achieved by using recent advances in learning discriminative object models and exploiting large volumetric images databases. All major steps in our approach are learning-based therefore minimizing the number of underlying model assumptions. According to our knowledge, this is the first study reporting stable results on a large cardiac CT data set. Our approach is general and we have extensively tested it on many challenging 3D detection and segmentation tasks in medical imaging (e.g., ileocecal valves, polyps, and livers in abdominal CT, brain tissues and segmentation tasks in medical imaging (e.g., ileocecal valves, polyps, and livers in abdominal CT, brain tissues and heart chambers in ultrasound images, and heart chambers in MRI). In our current system, each heart chamber is detected independently. This is by no means optimal. In the future, we will exploit the geometric constraints among different chambers to improve the system on both speed and accuracy.
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